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Now available for the first time in a sturdily produced, reasonably priced paperbound edition is
the complete orchestral score of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, widely considered the
greatest comic opera ever written. Based on the second play of a trilogy by Beaumarchais (the
first was The Barber of Seville), Figaro elevates the time-honored opera buffa of Italian tradition
to new heights, transfiguring persons and scenes with glorious melodies and superb dramatic
characterizations.This edition, based on Mozart's autograph manuscript and early German
translations of the libretto, embodies both the original Italian libretto of Lorenzo Da Ponte and a
new corrected version of the German text. It is totally complete and contains all passages,
including some that are missing from other editions and often cut in performances. In addition,
the Editor's Commentary includes a complete review of all dubious passages and text
problems.This full orchestral score is an indispensable aid for study and for anyone listening to
recordings or live performances. In no other manner can the listener or student keep full
awareness of the many elements that make up this opera.

Nobody could make voices and instruments work so perfectly together as Mozart, and it's
fascinating to read through a full orchestral score to see how he did it. Like all of Dover's scores,
this one is a reprint of another publishing house's work. This particular house, C.F. Peters of
Leipzig, gives the text in the original Italian -- and in a German translation from 1941 that's still
sung in Germany and Austria today.From the Back CoverNow available for the first time in a
sturdily produced, reasonably priced paperbound edition is the complete orchestral score of
Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro, widely considered the greatest comic opera ever written.
Based on the second play of a trilogy by Beaumarchais (the first was The Barber of Seville),
Figaro elevates the time-honored opera buffa of Italian tradition to new heights, transfiguring
persons and scenes with glorious melodies and superb dramatic characterizations.This edition,
based on Mozart's autograph manuscript and early German translations of the libretto,
embodies both the original Italian libretto of Lorenzo Da Ponte and a new corrected version of
the German text. It is totally complete and contains all passages, including some that are
missing from other editions and often cut in performances. In addition, the Editor's Commentary
includes a complete review of all dubious passages and text problems.This full orchestral score
is an indispensable aid for study and for anyone listening to recordings or live performances. In
no other manner can the listener or student keep full awareness of the many elements that make
up this opera.About the AuthorA child prodigy who blossomed into the Classical era's most
influential composer, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–91) wrote more than 600 works in his
brief life. His oeuvre encompasses a wide variety of genres, including symphonic, chamber,
operatic, and choral music.Read more
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HP, “A score worth having. Far to many "Full Scores" consist of only portions of the selected
work. In Opera, that often means just some selected Arias, and perhaps the Overture. In this
case, the term "full score" truly means Full Score. Every note is there, from the Overture to the
final chord. Every line of recit is included, even those that are most often spoken rather than
sung. In addition, the full libretto is given...in both Italian and German.This version was
completed by Georg Schünemann in Berlin in 1941! He cited the numerous "original" versions
he used as references, even to the point of acknowledging that the sole copy of a particular
printing was in Washington, and, sadly, not available to him at the time. He also supplies several
pages of notes, identifying things that were "missing" from various versions or explaining which
version he chose for a particular passage and why. As a study guide, for students of Mozart,
students of opera, or students of orchestration this is an outstanding book, well made and
certain to last a long time. It is unlikely anyone will produce anything "better."For serious
students it provides a good look at what Mozart wrote, and allows easy comparisons with
versions produced today where some directors seem to feel that they can make "changes" and
bill them as "improvements." In my opinion, Mozart knew exactly what he was doing, and
"improvements" are seldom as good as the original...usually much worst. HINT: To a certain
unconventional director:  There's no silent angel in Mozart's work...for a good reason!”

Cembalista, “Excellent value, and stays as flat as they advertise!. Dover may not be the most
scholarly edition, but their sewn-binding full scores are a wonderful value. They stay flat, are
easy to read from, and are a good, practical edition for any student or performer, provided it is
not the only edition you consult.”

Jessica Sommer, “Five Stars. Beautiful layout, and the pages lay flat, which is fantastic.
Excellent for study and easy to read.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Thanks”

carol, “Made a great gift. great having the full score”

Alison Smart, “Five Stars. Excellent value”

Jeanette LaVoy, “great scores. paperback scores are en vogue now - In the old days we had
cloth hardback opera scores. they make great gifts, and good scores when you need to have
two - one for the student and one for yourself!”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Se si cerca la partitura orchestrale.... Non c'è molta scelta, se si vuole
avere la partitura orchestrale di questo capolavoro...La Dover come sempre ristampa una



vecchia edizione, quindi non c'è da aspettarsi chissà quale fedeltà critica, e il testo è sia inglese
che italiano, con quest'ultimo in scritta più piccola. Si passa volentieri sopra a questi difetti (che
sono inevitabili, visto che sono dovuti alla "politica" di questa casa editrice), grazie alla buona
qualità della stampa, della carta e della rilegatura, e al prezzo basso.”

Elisa, “Partitura completa!. Fantastico, leggibilissimo e pratico. Unica pecca la traduzione più
grande del testo in lingua originale. Pazienza”

Flavius, “Meraviglioso!. E' una versione eccellente, ci ho studiato per un esame di storia della
musica e mi è stato utilissimo (ci ho preso 30 e lode).E' perfetto per l'analisi, con pagine adatte
alle annotazioni a matita grigia e colorata.Consigliatissimo!”

firenze2012, “Ottima edizione.. Ottima Dover Editions, come altre già acquistate e recensite”

The book by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 68 people have provided
feedback.
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